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\practical parallelism," we need to understand the in-teractions among system architecture, system softwareand parallel application codes.The Cedar project brought together a group of peo-ple in the areas of computer architecture, paralleliz-ing compilers, operating systems, and parallel algo-rithms/applications to help solve the real problems as-sociated with building a \complete" parallel system,and to study the e�ects of interaction among thesecomponents on such a machine [GKLS83, KDLS86].The machine has been in full operation since late 1990.The Cedar experience includes the architecture, com-piler, OS, and application perspectives and this paperattempts to summarize these for the architecture com-munity.We describe the machine organization in Section 2,concentrating on the unique aspects of Cedar. Pro-gramming and compilation for Cedar are discussed inSection 3. Performance measurements of the systemsand the interpretation of those results are presentedin Section 4.2 The Organization of CedarCedar is a cluster-based shared memory multipro-cessor. The system consists of four clusters connectedthrough two unidirectional interconnection networksto a globally shared memory (Fig. 1). Each clusteris a slightly modi�ed Alliant FX/8 system with eightprocessors. In this section we �rst summarize the fea-tures of these clusters and then describe the uniquefeatures of Cedar. For a more detailed overall descrip-tion of Cedar see [KTVZ91].


